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The Classification of Idealizable Varieties 
(Congruenze ideali IV)*’ 
In a recent paper [I] Bergmann strenghtened the author’s results :‘I! tiltral 
(filtrale) classes of algebras, see [6]. The part of Bergmann’s paper concerning 
these results is based on a simple lemma that vvas not noticed during the 
preparation of [6] and that may be, with some further complication, general- 
ized to certain ideal (ideale) classes of algebras. In the first part of this paper 
we shall prove this generalization and obtain some consequences. 
These initial results are the starting point for an investigation of idealizable 
(idealizzabili) varieties (i.e., varieties gcncrated bv an ideal class). \\‘e find 
that the class of filtrablc (filtrabili) varieties (i.e., varieties generated hv a 
filtral class) is properly contained in the previous one, and we pick orrt two 
intermediate classes of varieties. The greatest difficulty is to show bv appro- 
priate examples that the inclusions are proper. The construction of the 
examples requires some preliminary results that seem interesting h!- thcm- 
selves (see Sections 3 and 4). \\re summarize the main results in Theorem 3. 
Knowledge of [9--l I]. whose symbolism we follow, is prerequisite to this 
paper. 
Nomenclature of ideal classes is that of [I I], i.e.: -1 class .L of Tunilar 
algebras is principal (principale) if for an\- .-I E .Y cver~ compact congruence 
on .-I is principal; _Y is semiideaZ (semi-id&e) if 3nv _-I E PS admits onI\ 
ideal congruences and .I’ is ided (idealc) if any A E R-1. admits onI!. ideal 
congruences. For a better understanding of our splholism the reader needs 
to know that we use a set theory in which each ordinal is the set of prc\ ious 
ordinals; so w is the set of natural numhers and n E /I is equivalent to t, h; 
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moreo~~er. every cardinal number coincides with the least ordinal of this 
cardinalit!-, so K,, w. For noting meets and joins in lattices we use diRerent 
notations, so 
v Al/ ,,I, 112; i vz, = V {77-z,: it I; etc. 
Let .-i be an algebra, ‘cC(~-I) is the congruence lattice of -4; if -4 is a set, X(&4) 
dencttc the equivalence lattice of .-1. For lattice operations and relations we 
use: v. A, V, A, ‘.,.; 0, 1 are the least and greatest element if the!- exists. Let ~1 
be an algebra, B a subalgebra of ‘-1, R E %(A), then B[R] is the subalgebra 
of .-f \\-hose base set is [A: there exists y t B and .rRy). Let *tl, B he sets, A4M 
is the set of all mappings from B to A, even if *-I, B arc ordinals, so w2 is not 
the ordinal squat-c of w. \\‘e use upper indicts when there is no danger of 
confusif ~1. Sometimes we topographically confuse an algebra with its hasc 
set. I c R means that A is- a subalgebra of B and if i3 : [lit, Hi, .? CC H 
means that A is a subdirect product of the EZ,‘s. Let .4 bc an algebra and 
.lI _ I’. .lIA (or sometimes JI only) is the congruence generated 1,~ ilf in .I. 
Let 1 rllE1--l,; 4 w,); 1, 2 rIjt,Li; x, F E -1. Then a(.~, y) is the 
element ofL defined by (3(.v. J$))! 7 [<,Y~, yi I”(. and S(.T, y) [I’ t Ir: .x, J,~ j, 
For generalizing Bergmann’s lemma (see [l, Lemma I]) it is useful to have 
the following definition. 
~~lW\ITION I. An algebra -4 is supevprincipal iff, for any compact 
congruence R on z4 and an!’ x E -4, there exists a y E Z such that the pair 
;s, ~1 generates R. A class of similar algebras is .wperpGmpaZ iff A is super- 
principal for each x4 t S. 
Rmrarli I . It is trivial to prove that every simple algebra is superprincl.pal 
and if .I- is a filtral class of similar algebras then HPS is superprincipal and 
if .Y is a superprincipal class then HA- is superprincipal. It is easy to construct 
examples of algebras which are principal but not superprincipal. Later we will 
gkc some examples of algebras which are ideal and principal but not super- 
principal. 
Lrt (--I!J~~, be a family of superprincipal algebras; 15, -= %(*4,); L = nie,,Li 
A nix, .61j; Jan ideal ofL, and Man i.b.c. ideal ofL; B II &4 and B = B[h;;]. 
Then KC have the following lemma which generalizes Bergmann’s lemma. 
Llr\lX~ I. lizdeer the foregoing hypotllesis if R(MB’ 2 RiB’ then M 2 J 
m?’ R,,, n B’ and RiBI = RJ n B2). 
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l’wof. Let 1& J, and let SIL) hc the set of the compact elements of I,, 
contained in lj . Then 1; V‘\‘(“. Let :\ 1 Iii, .\:(‘I, then I - VL\r and 4 
is obviously- a block (i.e.. l~locco; SW [9, p. [O2]) K IL 1 IS closed with respct h’ ~1 
to finite joins. 
Rc7nllrk 2. A student of the author is attcmpring to c\tend rcsui:s ot 
[ 10, 1 I] on principal classes to classes for which there exists a /z c w such that 
each compact congruence of each algehrrl in the class is generated h\- /r pairs. 
\\‘c can also consider classes such that for nk F w and for each choice r~f I in 
the class, of a compact congruence li on A and of .\’ c . I. ihcre exists some 
? 1”) ?“....% ,z j, -l such that the pairs v, 2” yneratc K, It is t’as!- to shon that 
Lemma I is c-dcndihle to these classes. 
First WC prove the following theorem. 
Then there is an i.h.c. ideal J of 1, llit, Li , L, ‘6(Di), such that 
ker p = A’$‘) (see [9, Theorem I ; IO, ‘I’heorcm I I). Now let E =~ p-l(B) and 
Re’t(B), i? =p ;lc’Rop,fE and JI be an i.h.c. ideai of L such that 
i? -- R,; then Rg’ .-- i? 12 I? n ker v = RiE’ implies, by the previous 
lemma, that 12 3 J. Thus, R$ 2 ker cp and F 0 R$ 0 91 l is the congr-uonce 
that extends R to A. Thus, we have proved (ii). 
(i) follows from Theorem 8 of [IO]; (iii) follows trivialI>- from (i). 
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COROLLARY 1. Let X be an ideal and superprincipal class with HX .semi- 
simple (semisemplice) and ‘&(A) jinitely equilinaited for each A E X; then: 
(iv) VX is semisimple. 
(v) C n VX = SP,(C n HX). 
Proof. (iv)follows immediately fromTheorem 1 and[lO,Theorem8].VX= 
SPPQ n HX) by the Theorem 6 of [lo]; thus, x n VX C SP,(C n 11X). 
But (iii) says that C n HX is a filtral class so PU(C n HX) _C x, and by (ii) 
we have SP,(C n HX) C x n VX. 
We have also the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let X be a variety, then the following statements are 
equivalent: (a) there exists afiltral class Y such that V Y = X; (/3) X = V(E ~1 X) 
and z n X is a j&al class; and (y) there exists an ideal and superprincipal 
class Z with HZ semisimple and V(A) jnitely equilimited for each ;4 E Z, such 
that VZ y= X. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (/3) is proved by Bergmann in [I]. It 
is trivial that (a) implies (y): it suffices to put Z = Y. (y) implies (B) follows 
from Corollary 1. 
We shall shortly call a variety jiltvable (filtrabile) if it satisfies (a) and 
idealizable (idealizzabile) if it is generated by an ideal class. 
U is the class of all superprincipal algebras. Now the problem of classifying 
idealizable varieties can be brought up. Let X be a variety, we consider the 
statements: 
(a) X is filtrable; 
(b. 1) X is ideal and generated by lI n X; 
(b.2) X is generated by an ideal and superprincipal class (or briefly, 
X is supevprincipalZy idealixabze (superprincipalmente idealizzabile)); 
(c) X is ideal; and 
(d) X is idealizable. 
Then we have the following. 
COROLLARY 3. The following schema of implications is true: 
(b.1) 
/* \ 
(‘I\ /c)-(d) i 
(b.2) 
481/26/l-11 
Pr.oo~. (a) + (b.1). If (a) is true then .Y is ideal by Thcorenl 1; thus. 
(y) is true and I Z V(fl n -‘i) 2 V% S. (h.2) + (c) 1~~. Theorem I. The 
other implications are trivial. 
Now we show that C’orollarv 3 cannot be strenghtened, and we anal\z 
dceplv the structure of idealizable but not filtrable varieties. 
Remark 3. Also, a further classification is possible for the filtrablc 
varieties. A student of the author is working on this classification. 
3. SOME COUNTEREx.mIl’I.E~ TO (13) m--f (a, XSD (c) f (h) 
Let L be a well ordered chain with last element, cardinal of 1, ’ 2, and 
let ,3 be an algebra such that v(a) 1s isomorphic to L. We can suppose that .-1 
lx~ssesscs all finitary operations preserving all its congruences.1 
For each n G W. n 1,: 1, WC‘ consider tke mapping x: .P7 r2 + .-1 defined as 
follows: I et T E A4”‘t -2. I 1 , for convenience \vt’ put- Y ~a; h; c; Nr; e, f , where 
a, h, c, d E rl’f and e,f~ -4; WC also put .L‘ 2 (xi) iil,r L2 . Then 
a” .I.’ (it n), 
I)1 \” ’ (i E II), 
c’ ,+ 1 (f E 12). 
(11 ,\.::,, l (i E n). 
\.l,i 
.; '. ,+I 1 
Since I, is a well ordered chain tbcrc exists a least congruence R,’ such thar 
‘aR% 
\ 
(i.e., niRzDi, it II), 
1 
cRSd, (I.lj 
, (e,f,, t R,” u ((ai, 8): i Gx 
where the bar stands for “congruence generated by...“. There exists also 
a least congruence S” such that 
I 
as%, 
hS”d (1.7) ---__ --- ._ 
,(e, f; E S” u {(ai, bi): i f- n). 
’ It is an hemiprimal algchra in the swsc of I;ostcr [3. 31. That there exists :1x1 
algebra with congruence lattice isomorphic with L. follows immediately from the 
&-&w-Schmidt theorem (see GrBtzer [5, Chapter 2, ‘l’heorem 31). Indeed w-e wlil 
see later, and it is easy to show directly, that for euch set 4 and for cxh complctc 
sublattice I> of X(A), that is a well ordered chain I-1 wn he equipped with an algebras 
structure so that L is the congruency lattice of the algebra that WC have obtainq’ 
Moreover, xvc Tvill show that we can consi der an algebra rl which is ideal, or bettvr. 
such th;lt V(Aj is idwl. ‘ 
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Then we define 
Now we show that x is an operation on -4. Suppose to the contrary that T 
is a congruence on d, s,y E a-1471f~2, and ,x5 (i.e., xiTyi, i~4n -t 2) and 
‘_ gx, gy,:, 6 I‘. Then we can suppose g.v ~= e and gy =I, where obv~ouslq 
s =- (a; b; c; d; e, f), y -= (2; 6; i; a; e.fj. It follows that S” C RL and 
R” c S!‘. It is easy to prove that 
R" v 7' .- R" Y 7: 
s-v T.= S"V T. 
Therefore, 
Thus, it follows that 2’1 Rx 3 S” and eTf, but this is a contradiction. 
Now we establish Lemma 2. 
I,EMMA 2. Let T E %‘(A); 
-.77 -- 
u, v E A’(; Y, s E A and (Y, s: E {(US, ‘L’S): z E nj v T; 
then 
g(u; 72; 24; v; y, J) Tr, (2.1) 
g(u; u; v; a; Y, s) Ts. (2.2) 
Proof. As before let x = ( u; z; u; v; Y, s>. If S” C RC then trivially (2.1) 
follows. Now let R” 5 Ss. In this case R” is the least congruence to which 
(tit, r;i), (r, s> belongs, and Sx is the least congruence such that (r, s> E 
@Id): n} u S”. Th us, Rx = S” _C T and (i, s) E T, and (2.1) is true. 
In the same wa>r we can prove (2.2). A consequence is the corollary. 
COROLLARY 4. 
---77- 
Let B E H{Aj and (Y, s\ E {(ui, vz): a E n}, r, s, ui, vi E B; 
then 
g(u; 2; 24; 77; r, s) = Y, 
g(u; u; v; a; Y, s) = s. 
Finally we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. H(A) is ideal (in particular A is ideal). 
The proof is trivial by Corollary 4 via Lemma 4 of [I 11. Now if L 1x1s more 
ban two elements, A is not semisimple, and, thus, V(n) is idealizabfe but not 
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filtrable; hence, (d) does not imply (a). The algebra -‘I considered previousl! 
is always principal, and it is easy to give examples in which (L has more than 
two elements and) A is superprincipal.’ ‘Then (1,) does not imply (a). From 
the foregoing it is also possible to give a counterexample for (c) --f (b); for 
this purpose we obtain some lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Let S be a class of similar algebras, VX is ideal $ HX is ideal. 
Proof. One of the implication is trivial. Let HS be ideal. By the regularit!- 
theorem (see [lo, Theorem 3, Corollary 21) we have VX = HSPX =-- SHPS 
and by Theorem 1 of [I l] (if X is ideal then SPS is ideal), it suffices to show 
that HPX is ideal. Thus, let C E SP(HP,Y); hence, we have, with obvious 
symbolism, 
We can suppose the Jz pairwise disjoint and disjoint from I. Thus, if we put 
J =-= uisl Ji we have 
P 
By Lemma 4 of [ll] to show that C (as subalgebra of niE, BJ is ideal con- 
gruences is equivalent to showing that for each x, y, u*, u,T E n,., A, (Y E n); 
if d(pq yy) < V,,, O(pP’, p’) with px, my, pT, puT E C, then 
(PX, PY> E {(PJTJ PO r E 4 C. Let x, y, etc. be as before and K, the least 
ideal such that ker pi = RK, . Then we have 
Therefore, for each i ~1, d(.v,, , y,,) .< V,,, O(U;~ , ZI~;~) v lJ, (wherza 
,! E njEJ %(A,) and lJ, E Ki) and also for eachj E J 
(xi , y,) E {(uir, v>): r t njA’ v I, . 
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Let now D, -: A,;l, and let 4, be the canonic epimorphism; then WI can 
complete the previous diagram as follows: 
Now we have 
But Dj E HLY and HX is ideal. Then 
(l/J& tjy) E {($M, *VT>: r EG}E. 
Hence, we have proved the lemma. 
Finally we have Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be principal but not superprincipal g(A) well ordered, 
.-I with alljinitary operations preserving all its congruences. Then V(A) satisfies 
(c) but not (b). 
Proof. By the previous lemma it follows that V(A) satisfies (c). Suppose 
to the contrary that V(A) satisfies (b); thus, there exists X L V(A) such that X 
is superprincipal and VX == ViL4}. Hence, A E VX. Then if we remember 
that ,4 is ideal, and, hence, Vi-41 = SHP{-4}, we have the following diagrams: 
Because in .‘I there arc all the O-adic operations, we have also the following 
commutative diagran? 
where 0 maps every a E A in the constant element B t AJ, with 2, = u (j t J), 
and we can suppose p, ~j, T inclusions. Let R be a compact congruence on A, 
K : Ip’:rE]A and a E rl an element such that for no element 6 t I-1 we can 
have R = mlA. Pose 
If we remember that V(A> is regular, it is easy to see that 
Since C is a direct product of superprincipal algebras belonging to an ideal 
class, C is superprincipal, and, hence, there exists N E i4J and +x E C such 
that R(C) = ((a,$$SC. Obviously R’“) : WE, and, thus, 
R’“’ --. {?a,$$$“. 
Finally we have 
R == {<ii, .xj] 
~~ 
v ker #J, 
or also 
jy-AJ Y E n) v ker 4 = mAJ v ker $I. 
4 For each algebra E E V{d}, let TV 10 be the homomorphism from A to E which 
maps each a E A into the element of E that is the value assumed by the O-ary operation 
that in A has value a. Then the diagram 
A -d!?!+B 
/ ,‘lD, u’c1 
, 0) iv A 
A t+ D I----+ C 
is obviously commutative and because p IA’ is one-to-one all other homomorphisms 
from A in the diagram are one-to-ox. 
Let .l/ be the least ideal of (“‘(-4)) J associated with ker $; now for some /C .II 
UC ha\ e 
On the other hand, for each ,j t’ / u-e have 
( v W)) L (J(ti, .v)), , 
ri ,J , 
for otherwise we should have $73’E12JA ( a, .w, iA, and this is a contra- 
dictioii. 
Hut %(A) is a chain; thus, for each j E J one of the following inequalities is 
true: 
hence, I .3. A(&, .x). But this is a contradiction, because in this case Me would 
have R C ker Ji, and Rcc‘J would be the diagonal congruence and, hence, 
R would be the diagonal congruence. Thus, the theorem is proved. In the 
following section we will exhibit an example of ideal but not principal algebra, 
which satisfies (c) but not (1,). 
4. AKOTIIEK ~‘OUNTEREXAWLE '1‘0 (c) -+ (b) 
Let us consider the set w x w and let E, 7 denote respectively the first and 
second projections. For each i E W, let A, be the set 1;) >< W; thus, obviously, 
o , w m_ UiEW -4, . For each 9: w + cu !- 1, let Rg, be the equivalence 
defined as follows: 
‘i, k) RF< j, I iff i-j and: k -I or k, I E c$ 
Let _ 1 be the algebra which possesses w -,I w as base set and all the operations 
that preserves all Rp. It is easy to see that the Rp’s and rl x &-1 are esactl! 
the congruences of A. To this purpose it suffices to observe that among 
the operations in ;1 there arc a unary operation lz and a quaternary operation 
k defined as follows: 
\(i,j -- I \ 
A Ci, j, = !(;, o, 
if j-.0 
if j -0 (k j E w), 
k(u, %‘, .\‘, >I) =: 
\,’ if EU -,t te’ 
1 1’ otherwise 
(II, 72, s, y E w 2: co) 
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As before we define for each n > 0 a mapping g: Aa’” l2 --, .-1. Let x E Aan- 
and x :_ (a; b; c; d; e, f j with a, b, c, d E A”; e, f E A. It is easy to see that 
we can again in this case define R", S’,” as in the previous section; i.e., there 
exists again a least congruence which satisfies (1 .I) and (I .2). We observe 
that: if Ee ,+ of then at least one of Rx, S” is the total congruence. In fact let 
R” be not total; then cai Pi ebi, ~6 cdi (; E ri) and l U” J C$ for at least 
one k E rz. Rut the latter implies SC total. Let us put 
gx = ,; 
if S” n AZ, C R" n =1& , 
otherwise. 
We show that g is an operation on .A; i.e., g preserves all the Rp Suppose 
to the contrary that Rs, is a congruence and x, y E A47k+3 and xiRpiyi but 
(gx, gy> $ Rp Then we can suppose gx = e and gy = f; let us put x == 
‘<a; b; c; d; e,fi and y = (a; 6; C; d; ~,f). As in the previous section we 
can obtain 
S” n AZ, C R” n A&, (3.1) 
R’j n A:, C S” n Azg, (3.21 
R” v RF = RY v Rv, (4.1) 
S” v Ry: = 3’ v Rp. (4.2) 
Since Rg, is not total we must have te z= EC, of = <f‘ and we obtain 
(R” v Rv) n A& = (Sz v RF) n A& 
===(R" v Rv)n A:e = (Yv Rv)nA&, 
from which 
Rg,nA,2,>RxnA~e3S"nA~,. (5) 
Now if we remember that R”, S” are each either the total congruence or a Rp, 
with CJX? + w for each i E w, we can deduce that cz f of IS impossible, for 
otherwise, by a previous remark one of R”, SU will be the total congruence then 
(if we remember the structure of the R’s) 9 will be total and by (4.2) S’” is 
also the total congruence; but this is a contradiction with (3.1). Hence, 
we have Ee = of = EE = of and by (5) we have easily (e,f) E Rv; thus, 
(e,f > E Rp Then we arrive at a contradiction, and, thus, g is an operation 
on A. Now we establish the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let Rg, be a congruence on A and u, v E An, Y, s E =1 with 
(r, s) E ((~8, vi>: i E n} v Rp Then 
g(u; v; u; v; Y, s) Rpr, (6.1) 
g(u;u;o;o;r,s)Rp. (6.2) 
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Proof. As before we put x = (u; v; U; 71’; Y, s). If gx = Y then (6.1) is 
trivial. Let gx = s; hence, R” n A:, C S” n $?,. . On the other hand, we 
obtain immediately S’” _C Rx and 5’” C Rp. If EY # ES we have that Rx i:; the 
total congruence and thus Sx n AfT : Ak ; hence, if we remember the 
definition of S”, we have that S” and, consequently, Rp are the total con- 
gruence; thus, (r, s> E Rp. Finally if ET = ES, R,” n AfT = S’” n A:,. C Rp fi .:I,“, 
implies (v, s> E Rp. In the same way we can prove (6.2). The following is 
immediate. 
COROLLARY 5. H(A) is ideal. 
Also by Lemma 3 we obtain Corollary 6. 
COROLLARY 6. V(A) is ideal. 
Thus, ll’{A) satisfies (c). As in Theorem 2 we can see that V(A) does not 
satisfy (b). By the method followed in Theorem 2 we can show also that t’{ilf 
is generated by no ideal and superprincipal class. 
To this purpose we turn again to the proof of Theorem 2. We suppose on 
the contrary that X C V{A} is principal with VX = V(A). As in Theorem 2 
we obtain 
where C E PX is principal. Let R be a compact but not principal congruence 
on r3, R = {pr: Y E n}” and define as before R(O, RcB), R. Then for some 
choice of x, y E A-’ we obtain the same situation: 
I v v A($‘) = 1 v d(x,y), 
TElL 
where I belongs to an ideal associated with ker y. 
(V o(P’l), # (d(x,Y))j (j E J). 
7-n 
Let j E J. Then EX~ f eyj and thus (d(x, y)h is the total congruence and, 
hence, is lj; or for some r E n we have cujr # EV?’ (where we have put 
p’ -= (d, 71’)); whence (V,,, rl( pr)), is the total congruence and, thus, is Z, , 
or finally cxj == cyj and l ujr = cvjr for each r E n. Now A&, n (V,,, A( JY))~ 
and A& n (4~ yh 
3 
must be comparable, hence 
but the traces of (Ll(s, y))j on .I,’ with i t.\ , arc the diagonal congrucncc; 
tllus;. I,, L-t (4(x, y)), . Hence, 1 1 : il(s, 18). ‘Therefore. as before R C kcr T, 
and, thus, R(c) and, conscquentl! , R. arc the diagonal congruence. ‘I’his i:. 
a contradiction, bccausc R was not st~l~lx~~d to he principal. So V.-J) i> 
generated by no ideal and principal class. 
1,~ J he the fi\-c-elements set [r,, , .\r(, , x1 ~ ?‘, . ,s2j and consider: 
(i 1 the lattice operations in rcspcct to the total o&i- \,$ ~0 .x1. ~‘t‘ ,s~, 
(ii) the binary operations R,, . /:, ~ :md the unal-!- opcratioll A1 defimYi 
i)\ the following tables 
Let :I’ bc the lattice with base set .-! and the operations in (i) and .I” be the 
algebra with base set -1 and the operations (i) and (ii). Obviousl\~ .I” ,’ .I’ 
[ 1 I . Definition 31. 
l’hc unique proper subalgebra of A” is C’ - [.v,, , J’, , .vzi. ‘The congruences 
of .A” arc L42, diagonal A4, and 
R for which the classes of -i;R a-e 1x,, y,)), /.vl . J,‘~ , .x2;, 
,Y for which the only nonsinglcton class of ;I ‘S is 1 J’~, sr 1 
It is easy to see that the congruences of CJ are txtendible to A”. ‘Thus, -A” is 
~rcgulx and A” -.< A’, which is ideal. Hence, .?” is m&deal and, for it is 
finite, it is ideal [I I, Theorem 21. Pose now i3 *‘1, Y and p sat s. ~__-- 
I) y(C). The congruence ((CJAY, , q~,>\~ is total, but (v,v?, vyrlD is not 
So 11 is not regular, and, thus, it is not ideal. Finall!, >-1” is principal. Sum- 
marizing we have that A” is ideal. finite, principal, but Vi.4”: is nttt idea?. 
‘I’he main result that we have established can be so summarized: 
(;I. I ) S is filtrable; 
(3.2) S : V(c CI A-) axd x CT -Y is.filtrable; 
(a.31 there exists an ideal a& supefprincipal class Z with HZ semisimpie, 
zcith the c‘ongruwce lattice of tile algebras in Z jinitely equilinzited, alld zcith 
vz A-; 
(b. I ) S is ideal and generated by Ii’ 17 S; 
(13.2) X is superprincipally idealizable; 
(c) X is ideal; and 
(d) S is idealizable. 
TJze statements with the same letter are equivalent and by obvious symbolism it is 
true the following chain qf implicatiolzs 
(a) -- (b) -- (c) -+ (d). 
These implications cannot be reversed even ij we suppose that X is principaJJy 
idealizablr.” 
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(i Or, if we suppose S not principally idealizable. For the (c) + (b) we have done 
a countcrrsamplc with X not principally idealizable. For the (d) - (c) it is easy to 
complicate the final counterexample to obtain a idealizable but not principally idealiz- 
sblc nor ide,il variety. 
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